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FREE DELIVERY!*  for all orders over $200   *Exclusions apply.

NEW LOCK FOR EXTREME 
SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

Talk to your Account Manger now! 

ABUS Rekeyable Monoblock 93/100 93100KD

New Zealand’s most trusted commercial padlock 
has a new addition to the range. Introducing 
the ABUS Rekeyable Monoblock 93/100 “A lock for 
extreme security requirements” 

ABUS Monoblock padlocks offer high security with 
a heavy duty traditional block style profile. Secure 
high valued items, with a 15mm hardened shackle 
& hardened steel body. The latest addition from 
ABUS is a serious solid product, yet simple for 
everyday use. Designed for maximum security for 
commercial and industrial applications. 

• Incorporates the popular 570 6 pin style barrel
• Compatible with most restricted keying systems
• Removable cylinder assembly for quick rekeying
• Key retaining
• 15 mm shackle diameter
• Drill and pull resistance
• Corrosion resistant internal components
• Hardened anti-drill plate protects the cylinder 
• Keyed to differ
• Silca LW4 keyway
• Supplied boxed

Chrome plated hardened 
steel body

Special alloy hardened steel 
shackle with Nano-Protect TM

Available now!
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Third-Generation Family Business Since 1926

AEE101 Intro to Basic EEPROM

TECHED BASIC EEPROM TEST PCB

 Refer website for further details: www.lsc.co.nz

This EEPROM training aid designed by LSC 
Technical Support is a small credit card sized 
circuit board with 10 EEPROM memory devices.  
It is designed for use as a training and practice 
aid. It is ideally suited to those wishing to refresh 
previously learned skills or for those that are 
new to the methodology of key making by way of 
EEPROM. 
 
The PCB has 10 devices of differing memory 
sizes covering automotive immobiliser systems 
found in a range of common vehicles. All EEPROM 
packages have been pre-programmed with files. 

Convenient Self-paced learning  

Savings by way of not having to attend 
a specific venue or take time away from 
business 

High quality learning material compiled by 
recognised industry experts in this field 

A rich mix of theory, narrated demonstration 
videos and animations 

In built assessments to gauge learning and 
understanding of subject matter 

Hands on exercises utilising training aids 

Bulletin board allowing communication with 
other participants 

Suited to those wishing to refresh 
previously learned skills or those new to 
the subject

5240552108

NOW ONLINE
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHTBRAVA MUST HAVES

BACK TO BASICS

Entrance Leverset
Metro Series

EU6000SC70

Digital Lock
2000 Series

BL2001SC

Euro Double Cylinder
Urban Series

31705PHESCKD

Digital Cam Lock
1706 Series

BL1706SCECPKD

Double Cylinder Deadbolt
Urban Series

D362B

Digital Lock
5051 Marine Pro Series

BL5051MGPRO

Cupboard Door Lock
OL Series

BR700LCASC

Digital Lock
5701 Series

BL5701SCECP

Whether you need Keypads only, Standard BORG locks, ECP, Gate locks, Knob, Levers, Key Override, Back to Back, Cam locks 
or adaptor plates, LSC has the largest range of mechanical code locks & components to cover your requirements.
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Mechanical security

Call 09 444 5117   |    Email info@lsc.co.nz

Visit the LSC website for the complete range of BRAVA Urban, Metro and OL series range.

Visit the LSC website for the complete range of BORG Locks & accessories or talk to your Account Manager today.



PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

MILESIGHT MINI CAMERA SERIES

The Milesight Mini Camera Series features ultra-mini  
size, stylish design and easy installation. The mini security 
series not only aspire to protect your property with top 
notch megapixel video quality, but also combine sleek 
designs to cater for discerning buyers.

Features the below VCA smart functions as standard: 
Milesight Video Content Analysis (VCA)

MSC5375PB

Region 
Entrance

Region 
Exiting

Advance 
Motion Detection

Tamper
Detection

People
Counting

Line
Crossing

Loitering Human
Detection

Object
Left

Object
RemovedRegion Entrance Region Exi�ng Advanced Mo�on Detec�on Tamper Detec�on Line Crossing Loitering Human Detec�onPeople Coun�ng Object Le� Object Removed

Visit lsc.co.nz
for complete mini 

camera series 
range!

NETWORK 4 DOOR CONTROLLER

The CS EVO4 Network 4 door controller can connect back via RS485 
or TCP/Ethernet to CS Technologies powerful management software, 
Evolution. This user-friendly system management tool is available for 
FREE and supports a wide host of advanced features uch as door, lift 
and alarm control (with 4 state monitored expansion boards).  

• Expansion boards available to expand input and relay capacity.
• Free Evolution Management software
• Remote web interface, floor plans and CCTV integration.
• Dual path back to base alarm signal support with optional TCD 

adapter
CSEVO4

TS83 DOOR CLOSER

The DORMA TS83 EN3-6 closer is non-handed closer 
suitable for interior and external (outward opening) 
doors and can be tailored to a specific door with simple 
adjustment.

Power adjustable with a screw, closing speed (180° - 15°) 
and latching speed (15° - 0°) adjustable with separate  
valves with final adjustment by standard arm.

Suitable for standard doors installation up to 1400 mm (W).

TS8300

Ideal for private homes
or office buildings!
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FREE DELIVERY!*  for all orders over $200   *Exclusions apply.

NEW SILCA UNOCODE F-SERIES MACHINERY PLATFORM

When Silca launched the first quality electronic 
code machine in 1988, it revolutionised the 
industry. The Unocode quickly became the 
machine of choice and was recognised as the 
industry standard for performance, reliability 
and ease of use.  

Revised and updated in 1999, 2002, 2008 
and most recently in 2016, now it’s time for a 
completely new Unocode: F-Series. 

New from the ground up, no single component escaped 
revision and upgrading. A dedicated team of 50 
engineers invested more than 30,000 hours in the new 
machine. Hundreds of new drawings were made, parts 
designed, tested, revised and tested again over four 
years - and the result has arrived: Unocode F-Series.  
Available in a variety of models, the machine is 
designed to perform to the very highest standards and 
appeal to the most professional locksmiths. Automate, 
speed and simplify your operation in one hit.

Camera decoder Robot loader Feeder
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Third-Generation Family Business Since 1926Third-Generation Family Business Since 1926

NEW SILCA UNOCODE F-SERIES MACHINERY PLATFORM
The machine includes on board software and codes 
for completely stand-alone use, and advanced 
functions can be achieved by pairing it with a PC via 
Ethernet or Wifi.  New and innovative features include 
optional rotary engraving on both sides of the key, an  
optional electromechanical automatic feeder and FIFO 
sorter, and an optional high-resolution camera for fast 
decoding.  Cutters, clamps, carriages, electronics, the 

chassis and shield are all upgraded and feature the 
latest technology to reduce noise and vibration while 
improving speed and performance.    

All functions are controlled from an integrated 
industrial touch-screen (the same one found on the 
SmartPro).  

The F100 replaces the Unocode 299, and is the 
entry-level machine for cutting inline automotive, 
residential and restricted keys to code.  

The F400 adds the digital camera for decoding, 
and can be considered an upgraded version of the 
Unocode 399. This machine can have the Feeder & 
FIFO sorter added later if required.  

The F600 adds automatic rotary engraving on both 
sides of the key, the Feeder & FIFO sorter can be 
added later if required.  

The F800 includes engraving and the automatic 
feeder and FIFO sorter, but removes the digital camera 
for decoding – this is the machine to use if you want 
to automate and streamline your MK production. You 
can load up keys for cutting and engraving, and walk 
away while the machine does the complete job, fully 
automatically, and the keys will be neatly stacked – cut 
AND engraved at the end of the job. 

The F900 is the top model and included all available 
features.  

A range of models is available to suit every business:

Description

Silca Key Machine Unocode F-Series F100 No No No

No

No Optional

Optional

Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Silca Key Machine Unocode F-Series F400

Silca Key Machine Unocode F-Series F600

Silca Key Machine Unocode F-Series F800

Silca Key Machine Unocode F-Series F900

Camera Decoder Engraving Feeder

Double sided engraving Industrial Touchscreen Automatic shield
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These premium performance locksets and latchsets are built with a zinc die cast chassis and stainless steel face 
plate. With a wide variety of lock functions, the dormakaba SB2200 and SB2300 series narrow stile mortice locks will 
have the right function to meet your hardware specification requirements. 

DKSB2212SSS
Primary Narrow Stile Lock 23mm SSS

DKSB2312SSS
Primary Narrow Stile Lock 30mm SSS 

Designed and engineered for optimal performance
AVAILABLE NOW

• Municipal Buildings 
• Residential 
• School 

Recommended applications:
• Retail Complexes 
• Offices 
• Shop Front Entrances 

• Hospitals 
• Hotels
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Easily manage the 24/7 security of sites with advanced, reliable 
electronic locking technology that meets the toughest conditions. 
Ensure facility security and accessibility, while providing a convenient 
keyless and mobile experience. Part code: NBP4P60150CPB0

SALTO Neoxx Electronic Padlock

Totally wire-free: 
Stand-alone, 
virtually 
networked, 
wireless smart 
padlock.

Digital key - 
BLE /NFC & 
RFID

SVN
SVN-Flex
BLUEnet 
Wireless
JustIN Mobile

Built to cover 
every access 
point.

Built to 
withstand all 
access needs, 
unlock smarter 
with the tough 
SALTO Neoxx 
padlock.

Ultimate protection: Innovative special armoured case with 
double-layered structure guarantees protection.

Technology and design: Exceptional attention to detail, 
premium materials, and all SALTO technology inside.

Smart key: Easy-to-use and highly secure keyless 
technology provides instant and reliable access to any door.

Tested and approved: Waterproof performance and high 
durability. Mechatronic certification EN16864:2018.
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Kevron machine

Kevron
The Australian

tag team 
Kevron is a true-blue Australian brand. Started in 1952 
in the inner suburbs of Melbourne, and still made right 
here. Today Kevron is located at bigger premises at 
Campbellfield, is still family owned and run, and supports 
local jobs and our economy.  

You’d be surprised how well known it is overseas 
these days, with exports to over 40 countries. Kevron is 
unbelievably popular in Europe - seems us Aussies must 
have got something right when we first designed the iconic 
clicktag.  

Australian made Kevron Keytags are manufactured to the 
highest quality right here on our doorstep using high tech 
and efficient injection moulding and assembly machines. 
Production capacity is around 65,000 tags per day – that’s 
a lot of tags! Local production supports local jobs and 
allows fast and responsive deliveries and customisation.  

As you celebrate the new year why not check your counter 
and ensure you’re promoting your brand every time you 
sell a tag? Kevron’s high quality, fast, custom, colour logo 
keytags are a must have item. Get ahead of the game with 
your logo on Keytags. 

Ask your Account Manager about having your logo to 
promote your business every time your customer looks at 
their keyring with Kevron.

Kevron bagging machine

Kevron mould machine

Kevron production line

Kevron production line
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ALBA LOCKSMITHS

TPM SECURITY

KEYTRONICS

TPM Security

TPM SECURITY

Here we have a very happy Wayne Green, owner of 
Alba Locksmiths. Wayne has just installed a Creone 
9400 Keybox for one of his customers, that are now 
able to benefit from the many features of Creone 
- the ultimate in key control! Talk to your Account 
Manager today to organise a demonstration. 
Nice work Greeny! 

Scott Hofmann of TPM Secure T Plus with their new 
SMART Pro Diagnostic Tool as they establish their 
new automotive capability. 

Keytronics are expanding - congratulations to Keytronics on opening their 4th store, the latest of which is in the 
newly renovated Newmarket shopping centre. The team at LSC appreciates the support and we look forward to 
watching your success. 

Scott Hofmann has joined TPM Secure T Plus to 
set up and run their new automotive division and 
is shown with their new Futura Auto Key cutting 
machine. 

Paul Gregory from TPM Secure T Plus with their 
new Silca Lancer Plus Mortice Key cutting machine. 
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HAPPY CUSTOMERS   



UltraLITE KEYS

• Light and hardwearing titanium alloy
• Twelve vibrant colours: Black, Dark Blue, Gold, Green, Lemon, Orange, Petrol Blue, Pink, Purple, Red,  

Turquoise (Sky Blue) and Silver. This is over 6 Key blanks being LW4, LW5, SH3, SH5, KS1, YA1E
• Recent in-house test shows Ultralite Keys stronger than Brass keys!

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Product features and pricing in this newsletter are subject to change without notice. Special promotional prices advertised here are for the month the newsletter has been published. However, some offers may commence 
on or extend beyond the promotional period. Most products have been photographed in-house and are identical to what you will receive. Information presented in this newsletter has been checked and is believed to be 
correct at the time of printing, however, errors and omissions may occur. LSC can not guarantee prices, specifications, or features of products that may change after printing.


